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Divergent Approaches
In Libertarian
Economic Thought

THE WRITIN\.S of the great majority of

economists over the past thirty years
have supported the powerful currents that
sweep the modern \\'orld toward centralized
authorit~·, inten·entionism, and statism. The
tca('hings of these cl·onomists led generations
of students and laymen to believe uncritically
that an economy based on unhampered individual enterprise and the institution of private
property must breed unemployment, instability, resource misalJocatinn, stagnation and
an unjust distribution of income. And yet,
there has eunsistently been a dissenting
minority whose voices are not completely
drowned out by the teat·hings of their colleagues.
These economists, arguing on strictly
technical grounds, defend the efficiency of
the unhampered market economy, and
point out again and again how measures
put into effect by governments must lead to
consequences worse than the evils that they
seek to avoid. Apart from the strictly technical questions involved, these writers also
point to the value judgments implicit in many
of the conclusions of their colleagues. They
show how many of the welfare proposals
offered in the name of economics merely
rellect arbitrary opinions concerning such
matters as the ethical status of private property, the ability of an individual to choose for
himself, and the like.
In recent years this minority view among
economists has gained considerable strength.
Our younger economists are no longer persuaded that the old interventionist dogmas
(This essau was delivered as 011 !51-sponsored lecture at the Universitu of Virginia,
February 21, 1966.)
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are beyond criticism. The benefits ansmg
from the free interplay of market forces arc
more and .more comitig to be recognized.
The views of free-market economists are
becoming less and less easy for the stilldominant "mixed-economy" exponents to
ignore.
This change in <·limate is being felt by the
more inquiring t>f our undergraduate students around the country. Ten or fifteen
years ago it was commonplace for an intelligent student to complete his undergraduate
studies-often with even a major in economics-and yet gain no inkling of the very
existence of a respectable minority freemarket view in the contemporary economic
literature. This has changed; the existence
of an economic literature that formulates
policy recommendations with full consciousness of the relevant market consequences
and their implications for individual welfare
and freedom of choice is now a matter of
common knowledge.
ECONOMISTS who have contribT HE
uted to this literature in the United
States have written as individuals, not as
members of a single "school," and there
have been significant differences of opinion
among them, both on theoretical questions
and on policy issues. It is, of course, always
a hazardous undertaking to classify independent writers. However, it seems widely recognized that most of the economists who have
emphasized the efficiency and other advantages of the free market can be associated
with either one or the other of two intellectual sources. On the one hand there is an
academic tradition strongly associated with
the University of Chicago, embracing in
particular the work of the late Henry Simons,
of F. TI. Knight, and of younger scholars such
as r..lilton Friedman, Yale Brozeu, and Georg('
J. Stigler. On th~ other hand there !'las since
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the I H40's been fdt in this country an expanding, well-articulated iuiluem:e that clew·ly traces back to the Austrian subjectivist
school. This influence is almost synonymous
with the work of Lud\vig von Mises, and has
inspired significant sitnilar work by others
in the same tradition. It is idle to speculate
on the appropriateness of the term "schools"
to describe these two intellectual sources.
While the term school is widely applied to
Chicago economists', it would probably be
inaccurate to refer to the writers most strongly influem·ed by Professor Mises us a
''schtlol.''" Nonetl1eless, it remains a fact that
there exist significant differences between
the "Austrian" literature in whit:h the works
of ~lises are the most important and influential, and the writings of the economists whom
we will, for the sake of brevity and convenience, call the "Chicago" economists.
It is, of course, important not to exaggerate the differences between the two streams
of writing, the Misesist and the "Chicago".
While, as we shall discover, there exist sharp
differences in methodology and in perspective between the two trends, there is an almost surprising coincidence between their
views on most important policy questions.
This is especially true with respect to issues
having to do more narrowly with the operation of the price system. The truth is that
whatever differences exist between the two
approaches, both have basically the same
sound understanding of how a market operates, and this is responsible for the healthy
respect which both approaches share in common for its achievements. It is- this common
denominator which provides the rationale of
this essay, the purpose of which is to describe clearly the more important points
of distinction that set apart their two approaches to the market. And for this n·ason
this essay docs not take up some important
dilferenc.:es between these two stre•uns of
thought that occur in monetary economics
ami business cyde poliq•-areas in which
the basic denominator common lu both tn·nds
has far less direct relevance.
But whatever the sin1ilo1rities uisplayl'd in
these two approaches, it does sef'lll a useful
L For an acatlc·mic dbcus., ion of this u~ag., s•·•·
]mmwlof l'vlitiml EcmullllfJ, 1-'C"hruary , Hl<i2 .
2 . And, tb,pite the fad that l'rof•·"or !llisc·s
tcadws at New York lJuivo ·r-ity, it would }>.,
quite inconw·t to talk of a 1\list•,j,t '·N,·w York
U uivcrsity SchooL"
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task to enunciate with sou1e care the more
fundan1 entalmattcrs of method and perspective upon whicl1 agreement is absent. In
what follows the writer presents the controversial issues us he umlerstands them; he
makes no claim to represent the distilled
"official" views of apy particular writers.

Q NE WAY of presenting the difference
between the two approaches under
consideration might be as follows: The price
theory that underlies the contributions of
the "Chicago" writers is not fundamentally
different from that accepted by American
economists generally, including those holding the efficiency and justice of the market
system in deep mistrust. It is merely that the
"Chicago" economists apply their price
theory more consistently and more resolutely, assigning to it a scope of relevance far
wider than that granted by others. On the
other hand the Mi.~csist approach involves a
theory of price that differs in important respects from that taught and applied b y
others.
This admittedly oversimplified way of
stating the difference between the two approaches, among other advantages, enables
us to perceive the intellectual roots of their
divergence from one another. "Chica!JO"
price theory, like that taught in most United
States economics departments, is solidly in
the Anglo-American neoclassical tradition
<\ssociated most importantly with Alfred Marshall. The profound influence exercised by
Marshall upon American price theory, in

Ludwig von Mises

spite of its modification at the hands of Edward H. Chamberlin (a modification that
is, from the point of view of this essay, yet
on f\tarshallian lines), is d early visible as
tlte central thread in "Citicngo"-type textbooks on price theory. "~
On the other hand the price theory associated with f\fises, nourished from the stream
of Austrian thought going back to Carl
~Ienger, has entered American economies
as a distinctly alien elE>ment. (The only comparable influence, and that a rather muted
one, is that deridng from the writings of
Philip H. Wicksteed. ) While \Vah·asian general equilibrium ideas made their strong impact early Ott American economics in th«"
'thirties and 'forties with the gro\\'ing vogue
of mathematical economics, it was not until
much later, when Xlises' writings came to
be known in their American editions, that
his ideas were seriously discu ssed in this
country.
\Vhile there are numerous smaller points
of difference that separate the two approaches-the dominant neo-Marshallian
microeconomics of "Chicago", and the Austrian-type theory of the ~ tisesist-it will
prove convenient to concentrate on three
rather major sources of dis<Jgreement. \Ve
will discuss in turn the following: ( 1) the
role of equilibrium; ( 2) the role of empirical investigations; and ( 3) the concept of
monopoly. A clear understanding of these
matters will go a long way towards an
understanding of what sets the two approaches apart, and the degree of the separation.

The Role of Equilibrium

IN

MARSHALLIAN economics, as in
Walrasian, the concept of equilibrium
plays a major, if not a permanent, role. Considering the various forces at work in a market, the price theorist asks himself wha t conditions would have to be fulfilled before one
can pronounce these forces to be in bala nce.
The initial data governing a situation determines the conditions needed to reach equi librium. Since a situation in which these conditions are absent is not in balanee, it cannot
be assumed to be a lasting situation; market
forces will bring about change. n ecause the
3. The di ssati~factions with the thPory of monopoJi,tic competition that have been voiced by
"Chicago" economists do not affect the validity of the statements in the text .

direction of motion of a disequilibrium market was more or less uncritically assumed to
lead toward th<' fulfill111ent of the conditions
for equilibrium , the latter situation ca me to
b e looked upon as "the solution". In other
words, whenever one is provided with a list
of existing conditions, and is askC"d to use
price theory to explain "what will happen"
as a result of these initial conditions, the
answer is seen to be provided by the dcscriptiou of tile cctrlilihrium sitrration aJIJlropriatc to the initial data. This procedm e of
eq11ilibrium analysis has become, throu gh the
method of "compa rative statics," the print'ipal means of analyzing the consequences of
changes in the d a ta . One simply c·ompnres
the equilibrium conditions appropriate to the
new set of data with those appropriate to the
older set. The l'hange in data can then be
snid to bring a uout a c hange in the market
situation from the "old" equilibrium configuration to the new one.
The concept of equilibrium is one which
has been applied, mrrtatis mrrtandis, to different market structures. In partieular, the
changes in neo-1\farshallian price theory that
resulted from the work of Harvard 's Professor C hamberlin in the 'thirties did not all'('d
the use of the equilibrium method. For
C hamberlinian theory as for that of his
predecessors, the important objective is the
description of the equilibri11m situation corresponding to the post11lated data. \\'herc<IS
pre-Chamberlinian theory had operated in a
world in which only two patterns of market
structure could occur, Chamberlin argued for
a view of the market that should accommodate an entire spectrum of different stmctures. With respect to each kind of n1arket
structure there will then be sought the ('Orresponding equilibrium configuration.

T

HE equilibrium notion as applied to the
market refers to the particular pattern
of decisions on the part of the market pa rticipants that permits all the decisions to lw
successfully carried out. The particular market structure preva iling in a given situation
d etermines the range of possihle d ecis ions
open to each participant. The theorist's in si,ght into how an individual participan t
reaches his deeisions enables explanation of
which possible d ecision will hP. seled• ·d a~
the best opportunity in givc11 cir<·tunstaucr s.
It is thus pnssible to list th e set of dl'cisions
that will lw ve to lw made hr till' 1·ariom
participants in a givl'n markd situa tion il onr
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is to he able to S<l}' siuuJltauccmslr (<~ ) tbat
e<tch participant is ~~taking the he~! tkl'ision
possible from his point ol view ; and ( b ) that
all the decisions can be carried out at the
same time.
As a result of tltis emphasis on the situation at equilibrium, consideration of the ncoMarshallian approach led naturally to a
rather special view by economists of the
method appropriate to their task, and this
tendency was reinfcm:ed by the strong iullucnees of Leon Walras. This methodological view emphasized the strictly formal
character of the seareh for the equilibrium
conditions. Given the structural conditions
assumed for the market, the tastes of the
consumers and the te<.:huological constraints
governing production, we find that discovering the set of price offers and bids, the
set of product quantities and qualities, and
the ;et of inputs to be employed in production assumes a character amenable to
mathematical attack. It became easy for
price theorists to set up the appropriate
equations that would have to he satisfied
simultaneously in order to pronounce the
market to be in equilibrium; it became easy
to emphasize the task of examining the conditions under which a solution of these equations is formally possible.
In addition, the stress on equilibrium situations facilitated yet a further tendency (one
that was reinfor<:ed by the work of Chamberlin ). that is, a persistent pattern of ana lyzing markets on the assumption that the
structure of the market is a datum . \Vhile
this tendency has begun to wane in ret·ent
years, the .more traditional apprc><tch, including that followed by "C.hicago" economists,
has been to specify the parti<:ular character
of competition or monopolr believed to be
relevant to a particular market, and to seek
the wrresponding equilibrium solution. Little attempt was made to understand how the
relevant competitive structure of the Jllarket
has been itself forged out of the dynamic
process of the market, and how out of the
continued operation of this prm:css there
may be expected, perhaps. an evol vin~ market struc-ture. •
Before turning to consider how different a
role is assigned to the equilibrium notion in
4. For an pe rcep tive discu~>ion of this point sec

J. M. Buchauan, "What Should Economists
Do?", Southern Ecouomic Jourra4, Janu;Jry,
l964 .
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the 1\list~ist system, it will lw 11sefu l to notice one further impli<-ation ol the dou1ina nt
neo-l\farsha lliau approach shared by "Chicago" economists. This is the seriousness
with w hich the perfc<:tl y competitive model
is treated. In the 'thirties the hitherto widospread use of this model by economists generally came under sharp attack on the
grounds it lacked realism, but not in terms
of its internal formal adequaey. ("Chieago"
economists, in fact , have tended to defe.nd
continued wide use of the perfectly competitive model, arguing that it provides a workable approximation to the real world.)
And yet, as F. A. Hayek has pointed out,
the perfectly competitive model suffers from
the severe defeet that it is restricted to a

F. A. Hayek
situation that already satisfies the conditions
for equilibrium. 0 The perfectly competitive
market is one in which conditions exist that
by definition assume that no decision made
need be disappointed. Each buyer and each
seller in the perfectly competitive market is
assured of being able to buy or to sell as
much as he wishes at the going price ; no
possibility exists for analysis of a perfectly
competitive market that is not in equilibrium.
The astouishing willingness of economists to
restrict so much of their work to analysis of
a model that from the start rules out consideration of disequilibrium possibilities can
5. Cf F. A. llayl!k, ludit;idualism and Economic
Order ( Chieago: Univ. of Chicago Press,
1941! ), pp. 92-106.

dcarlr he ascribed only to the prevalent exclusive concern with equilibrium situations.
With little interest attached to any hut equilibrium solutions, with no awareness of the
dynamics of market strudure, there need he
little compunction in raising the perfectly
competitive model to a paramount position.
All this contrasts very starkly indeed with
the role assigned to the equilibrium notion in
the Misesist system. Here the 8lllphasis is
not on the configuration of decisions necessary to ensure that all of them can be carried out. The emphasis is, instead, on the
process generated by the forces of the market. The focus is not on the set of prices,
output and input quantities, that must prevail if a market is to be in equilibrium. Instead it is upon the manner in which price.~ .
outpnts, and inputs dwngr. from one period
to the next as the logic of the market forces
ndjustments to be mnde in the decisions of
the participants.
To the 1\fisesist the problem to be solved
is not the specification of equilibrium conditions correstfonding to different market
structures. The economist is called for, instead, to understand how one disequilibrium
situation generates the pressures that lead
toward a new situation in which disequilibrium maladjustments have, to some degree, been corrected.

Of course for 1\lises too the position of
equilibrium is a unique mlf'. But its uniqueness consists not in its providing the solution ,
the OJJtcomc determined by the data. Its
unktucness is simply that the equilibrium
position, were it to prevail, would he characterized by the cessation of the market
process, all relevant market forces having
successfully spent themselves. Analysis of
equilibrium conditions provides a useful contrast to the process of market agitation that
marks a state of disequilibrium, but it is this
agitation itself which is the focus of analytical attention.
It follows that for the ~fisesist view, the
e1111meration of the equations whose simul taneous solution is required for equilibrium.
the examination of thf' possihilities for su<"h
a solution to exist. are activHies of profoundly subsidiary importance. These activities do not provide the answers the Misesist
economist is seeking. Fur this reason the
elaborate techniques marshalled by the
mathematical economists leave the Misesist
totall y unimpressed. Not only are they not
addressing themselves to the problems the
:-.tisesist considers important, but they are
confining themselves to analysis of conditions in which the market has nothing further
to contribute.

For similar reasons the Misesist has little
patience for the elaborate consideration of
the perfectly competitive model. He qbjects
to this model, not primarily on the Chamberlinian grounds of realism, but on account
of the model's irrelevance to the market
process set in motion by disequilibrium conditions. The perfectly competitive model has
nothing to say about such a process; by definition such a process can occur only in the
absence of perfectly competitive conditions.

Alfred Marshall
( 1842-1924)

ln fact the entire c·oncept of market
structure has little relevance for the ~lise.~ist.
From his point of view competition is not a
condition of the market that indicates a certain pattern of decisions a.~ being an equilibrium pattern. Rather, competition is seen
as the driving force behind the adjustment
process taking plnce in the market. SiJH'C
only competition providt>s this driving force,
analysis of different markt>t structures boils
down, in this view, to analysis of the strength
of this drive. And since market structures are
themselves produced hy the process of market adjustment, it is hardly useful to take
10')

thetn as give11, ;Is data that independently
the comse of the market process.
One furtbPr implication of the 1\lisesist
approach may he mentioned in concluding
this section, and that is the role of the entrepreneur. FDr a th<'ory of price concerned
primarily with states of equilibriutn, the entrepreneur is a somewhat peripheral figure.
lie has 110 wle at all in the central scheme
of things, at least 11ntil we arc ready to postulate changes in the data. Despite the carefnl attention which so original a "Chicagoan"
as Professor Knight h;ts devoted to the theory
of uncertainty and profit, the entrepreneur
hardly occupies the center of attention in
"Chil'ago" economics. It is otherwise in the
~tisesist approach. Here the entreprene,ur,
the initiator of change, searching for the
profit opportunities spawned by disequilibrium conditions, performs the most essential
role of all. It is his competitive pursuit of
profits which sets the market process in motion. It is he who occupies the center of
analytical attention.

~l~tcr11tiue

"operational", and watch for "implications"
of tlw01y th1tt can he tested against empirical data. Bevause "Chicago" economists have
more faith in the power of theory than other
( non-~1isesist) C(·onomists, and because, as
a result, they apply theory to many neglected
facets of economic..: activity (e.g. many kinds
of nou-pecnniary motivations), they are in
fact frequently engaged in a wider range
of empirical investigations than other economists are. In this kind. of approach a theory
is a tentative "guess" whose validity must
await confirmation by the evidence. 'While
"Chi(·ago" economists are probably more
aware than other econometricians of the
subtle difficulties of extracting watertight
confirmations, or even refutations, of theories

The Role of Empirical Investigations

THE

contemporary dominant view of
economics is one in which irpportant
roles are assigned both to the theorist and
to the empirical research worker. The general <lttitude is somewhat as follows: In earlier days, when economics was rather primitive, there was disagreement on the method
appropriate to the discipline. At the close of
the last century there were those who
.~tressed theory to the exclusion of empirical
investigation, and there were others who believed it possible to acquire economic knowledge only through the methods of historical
research. In the enlightened present we have
come to realize that both kinds of investigation are ref}uired anrl that they complement
one another. Theory and empirical research,
iu this dominant view, are closely intertwined. One is willing to deplore contemporary i11stitutionalist attacks on theory; one
is equally willing to deprecate armchair
th<>orists who disdain to muddy their hands
with down-to-earth statistics.
"Chicago" economists are in general
strougly in agreement with the mixed approach. \Vhile they vigorously emph<ISi:t.c the
power atad usefulness of theory, they snbsvrihe to the requirement that theory he

10()

Milton Friedman
fro111 obst:rvational data, they nonetheless
tend to look upon these difficulties as merely
a necJ for nwre refined statistical, observational and computational techniques, rather
than as a problem ineradicably inherent
iu the uatme of the material under investigation.
In this view, the investigator writing down
market prices, measuring output volume, or
describing the degree of concentration in
industry, may be engaged in exactly the same
kind of activity-that of helping to acquire
economic knowledge-as is the theorist
who.5e models suggest the particular sets of
statistics to be collected.
The view is rather different when considered from the Misesist perspective, however,
and some of the most extreme literary disagreement.~ between the two approaches
have to do with this issue. In the ~lisesist

• view the role of empirical inv<'sti!);ation is an
altogether different one, and knowll'dgc obtained by the empirical investigator is of an
altogether different character from that discovered by the theorist. [n this vi<'w <'mpirical confirmation of the theorems obtained
hy abstract Iogie is neither possible nor necessary. [t is not possible, beca11se there are
no constants in the realm of human adio11s;
it is therefore impossible to investigate the
consequem:es of l·haii!:(CS in one variable
with assuram:e that no disturbance is at the
same time being caused b y ch<~ngcs in other
variables. On the other hand confirmation of
economic theor<'ms is not nel'essary, be('ansP
the thcm·oms them.~elves describe relation ships logi<:ally implied by hypothesized ('onditions. The validity of these relationships
(.·an be tested by examining the reasoning
employed to establish them.
Empirical work, in the M isesist .~ystem ,
has the fum:tion of establishing the applicahility of particular theorems, and thns of
illustrating their operation. Factual measmPment and description provide information
which ('an be used in applying theory. Economic theory postulates certain relationships
under specific conditions. Only concrete observation , therefore, can tell the applied
economist which particular tl1eorem is of
relevance in a given situation. But the discovery that the facts fit perfectly with the
predictions of a theory does not provide the
economist with knowledge that he did not
possess before; nor would the failure of the
fads to fit with theory cause him to abandon
a valid theorem-this might merely indicate
inapplicability of the theorem. The world of
facts is too complex to permit simple hypothetical relationship.~ to he directly perceived
or refuted; with only variables to be observed, the real world market can only be
understood with thP. help of theory, not the
reverse. Direct observation does indeed provide knowledge, possibly important knowledge, hut of a different kind from that embodied in an economic theorem . Observation
provides the material to be understood by
applying the appropriate theory.
The skillful theorist well-acquainted with
real market phenomena may be in an ideal
position to illustrate the Yalidity of theor~' b y
reference to well-chos<•n concrete facts . H e
may in this \\'ay convince laymen of the far readling truth of price thPot·y far more
powerfull v tha n bv direct teaching of the

tltcorr its<'ll . ll11t this is a u1attn <1f peda gogy, not of P~tablishing the s u h~ t antiv<'
truth of tlw tlH•ory i11 a lll;lliiHT sat i ~lador~·
fnr sdP11<·e.
It will he set'lt that we havp here a fundamental and profound dilf<'rem·e in outlook
hctwePn the two approadtt·.~ bl'iu g f•xarni rwd
iu this essay.
The Conce pt of MunotJo/y
II E last example of clisagre'-'!nent be·
tween the "Ciricago" ami l\1 is<•s ist views
we shall eonsid<·r hPrf' c<lnec,·ns the notion
of monopoly. \Vc ha\'P had occasion earlier
in this essay_ to draw attention to the t!ilferent concepts of competition that charaderizc
the two approaches. The disagreement ahont
rnonopolv that we shall consider here is not
unconne~·ted \\'ith th~ difft>rt>nt nutloDks
noted earlier.
ln the dominant Anglo-American tradition in price theory. m'>nopoly is inva riably
associated with a particular pattern o f decision possibilities seen facing tlw firm . rll
technical jargon tlie firm enjoying some degree of monopoly power faces a dowrl\vardsloping demand c urve, i.e. it can sell any of
a wide range of different volumes of output,
but can sell the large r· outputs only by charging lower prices. This is contrasted w ith the
"perfectly competitive" firm , which is able
to sell the amount it wishes, within reason ,
without having to lower its price.
This view of monopolv is the one upon
which the Ch:tmberlinian theory of monopolistic competition is predicated ; it is tlte view
upon which economic an alysis of anti -trust
policy is almost invariablr based. The di.~
tinguishing features of this monopoly con·
cept are first that monopoly power is possessed b y the producing firm , and second,
that it is evidenced b~' the power of the firm
to raise its price by being willing to sell
smaller quantities of output. This is the monopoly concept used as n matter of course b~,
"Chicago" economists.
In the Misesist system, however, the term
monopoly is used to denote a quite dilferent
concept. And there is in this system little
significance attached altogether to the downward -sloping demand curve tha t faces a
firm . In this system, with its utter disinterest
in the perfectly l'ompetitive model mentioned enrlier. the demand cun·e facing 01111
finn is understood-at least in di~cqttilih 
rium-to be more or k•ss do\\'nward-sloping.
This is not seen as in any w;t~' intcrfPring

T
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\\'ith the <h11.1111ie pron:~s of <:ompl'tition
whid1 we c;1rlicr fou11d to be central to the
\lisesist \'iew of the marke t.
\ltJr<•m•er, in the ~tis C's ist emphasis on the
p1 occss wthcr than on the re.~ult , the con<:ept
ol 111onopolr is iusep.Lrablc from the explanation of the som..:c of monoply power. To <:ontend that a linll cnjors monopoly power one
lllii S t b(' .Lhle to a<'(·ollut for the existence of
this power. Since a finn is merely the interim
resource complex assembled by the entrepreneur, its possessiou of exclusive selling
il"'''l 'r l'illl oul y he ascribed to possession
ul 1111i'(llt' rcsoun:c.~ . Entre preneurship i.~
,. i~''''cO ;ts bciug by dd1nition <:ompetitive
i11 a lrec unha111pcrcd market. \\'ith no restriction on buying or selling, 110 one entrepreneur is able, without h.wing already
captured unique resources, to control any one
br.mch of production. Clearly in the long-run
view, monopolistic control over produ<:tion
cannot be as<:ribed to firms as such, but only
to the fortunate owners of unique resources.
This is not the occasion to examine more
thoroughly the implications of this view of
monopoly for judgments on the efficiency of
resource allocation, or for one's opinions on
antitrust policy. It is not difficult to see that
these implications must be considerable. We
return to appraise very brieliy the signifi-

<·ance of the distindious which we ha,·e
drawn be tween the "Chicago" and \lisesist
approaches.
\Vith such deep-seat<'d differences separating the fouudations of Misesist economies
from that of "Chicago", it is, for the libertarian, reassuring to discover that so many
policy questions seem to lead to the same
answers in both approaches. Clearly there is
some common ground possessed by the two,
on which the cited differences do not make a
great de.\] of direct practical difference. For
the pragmatic policy-maker, less concerned
with philosophical underpinnings than with
ready-to-use conclusions, the distinctions setting apart the two approaches may not seem
of great moment. On the other hand, for the
student omd scientist, these differeu<:es will
seem of far greater importance. For the
student of the history of ideas, the matters
of disagreement are similarly of considerable
interest. While there are, as we have seen,
many policy questions on which both are in
agreement, there can clearly be no guarantee that this will always be the case. Only
careful, dispassionate study of both approaches can enable one to choose intelligently between them, and to be able to perceive the truth where the two views do in
fact lead to divergent conclusions.

Our Son Wears Cap and Gown
I see myself a thousand years ago,
When rivers imaged trout instead of ships ...
When .she I thought I loved most loved my quips.
When war clouds roiled, but I was still at peace.

My view of black and white eschewed all gray;
Each thing I saw was either bad or good ...
I looked at trees and never thought of wood.
Each dime I earned received a quick release.
My lack of height caused heartache on the way;
I didn't make the teams ... but I could write.
And now I see thos~ golden goals in sight.
Just as I did a thousand years ago.

CHOLM G. HOUGHTON

